Adams County Republican Party
14 March 2016

On behalf of the Adams County Republican Party Executive Committee, I wanted to relay our thoughts from our recent
meeting related to passage of the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA).
Our executive committee wants to publicly thank Congressmen Buck, Lamborn, and Tipton for voting against the Consolidated
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA) which funds activities that violate the Constitution of the United States and the
planks of our Republican platform. These are the very foundation of our beliefs and social values; neither of which should ever
be used as bargaining chips. You were principled and courageous to reject rewarding President Obama with his
unconstitutional mandates with the massive $1.1 trillion Omnibus signed into law before Christmas which tragically fully funds:
-

Planned Parenthood (using taxpayer funds to kill unborn children),
Obamacare (destroying businesses and the middle class with financial devastation through increased government
programs),
Illegal executive amnesty (rejecting the enforcement of current immigrations laws in place that respected Americans and
those who genuinely respected our nation),
EPA overreach (allowing the Federal government to tell states what to do) and the
Syrian refugee program (where proper vetting has not occurred and cannot occur leading to increased potential for
violence like happened in San Bernardino, France and during New Years, in Germany),
Other horrible organizations and/or programs, growing government and our outrageous national debt.

Again, the ACRC Executive Committee wanted to thank Congressmen Buck, Lamborn, and Tipton for their courageous and
principled action of voting against an unconstitutional bill and for supporting our Republican platform.
Also, the ACRC Executive Committee is deeply disappointed with Senator Gardner and Congressman Coffman, in voting for this
unconstitutional, growing big government, rejecting our Republican platform, bill. Your website has not posted an explanation
as to why you abandoned the two most important values that we hold dearest; the Constitution of the United States and our
conservative Republican Platform.
I am charged with the responsibility of growing the membership of our party in a county that has been controlled by
Democrats for more than a half century. So I ask, how is it that I can tell our Republican voters and secondly, independent
voters "You can trust our Republican elected officials to represent you"? Many members of the executive committee, donors
and fellow Republicans are highly concerned about your actions and demand that you immediately vote in line with our US
Constitution and our conservative, limited government, personal responsibility driven Republican platform.
Respectfully,

Anil Mathai
Chairman of Adams County Republican Party

